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Main text
Forensic DNA analysis has been a part of many criminal
investigations and is now considered as the gold standard in the field of forensic science. It has a tremendous
capability and potential to solve cases not found in other
forensic fields (Lynch 2003). Probability calculations resulting from DNA profile comparisons are so unique that
individualization of a perpetrator can be achieved easily. It
was perceived in the past that DNA technology had limitations in separating identical twins; however, recent advancements in the field of DNA forensic science have
shown that with the help of additional genetic loci, even
identical twins can be separated easily (Weber-Lehmann
et al. 2014).
In Pakistan, the ongoing terrorist attacks, mass disaster
victims, and increasing missing persons in natural disasters called for effective measures at the government level
for the identification of the individuals. Since 2006, efforts have been made at the government level for the development of forensic DNA analysis labs. Till now, four
fully functional DNA analysis laboratories have initiated
operations in Pakistan (Mateen et al. 2018). Punjab Forensic Science Agency (PFSA), being the largest forensic
DNA laboratory in Pakistan, has been helping in solving
rape, murder, dead body identification, sibship, and parentage cases. Having started its operations since 2012,
PFSA has received approximately 44,417 cases for DNA
analysis out of which 36,954 cases have been solved successfully while approximately 7463 cases are pending for
several reasons (DNA and Serology Department n.d.).
One of the landmark cases solved in Pakistan is the famous Zainab’s murder case. The suspect had committed 12
cases of sexual assault and murders within a radius of 2.5
km. Extensive crime scene investigation led to the apprehension of the suspect, whose involvement in all the cases
was confirmed with the help of DNA testing. A total of
1187 samples were collected for DNA analysis, whereas

the 814th sample proved to be of the criminal (Solving
Zainab’s Murder Case n.d.; Mateen and Tariq 2019).
Despite eye-witness importance, Pakistani courts are
now relying heavily on DNA-based evidences which are
probabilistically measurable and also help in getting rid
of false witness statements often encountered in the courts.
Zainab’s murder case, solved through DNA analysis, has
also led to public awareness regarding the importance of
forensic DNA analysis in solving cases. In addition to
PFSA, other laboratories working in the country are going
towards capacity building. As far as statistical weightage of
DNA evidence is concerned, development of local population DNA database, for allele frequency calculation, is still
desired in the country. It has been reported that, by applying certain correction factors, allelic frequencies in a related population can be calculated (Bodner et al. 2016), but
correct DNA weightage still demands the allelic frequency
calculations in a given population, as these represent the
true DNA evidence weightage after statistical analysis.
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